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Situated on the banks of river Jhelum, a tributary of famous Indus River, Srinagar is a heavenly
abode on the earth that is adorned with pristinely beautiful lakes, vast expanses of green meadows,
snow-covered mountains, gorgeous deep down valleys, fabulous Mughal gardens, serene lakes
with languid houseboats and above all the pleasant climatic conditions that creates such a
rejuvenating atmosphere for the guests that not only sooth the eyes and senses but its warmth
continues to tranquilize their soul through out their lives. A tour to this pristinely beautiful city is a
refreshing experience for the visitors which keep on calling them again and again to enjoy it and
soak in it.

Srinagar is located in the pictures que Kashmir valley which is one of the most beautiful valleys of
the world. The tourist attractions of the city are mainly related to the natural beauty and it evokes the
thought in the mind of its visitors that the God has created it in its free time. The beauty of Srinagar
finds its mention in the poems and thoughts of poets and scholars and even they fall short of words.
It is an ideal destination of honeymooners, families, nature lovers and adventure enthusiasts. The
city with abundance of natural beauty has various places to see and explore that mesmerize the
visitors. A visit to Srinagar is incomplete without visiting the Dal Lake which is also known as the
â€œJewel in the crown of Kashmirâ€•. Rowing slowly on the pristine lake with the backdrop of snow-
covered mountains in the middle of complete isolation and serenity on the floating villas is once in a
life time experience for the visitor which is no less than heaven.

The stunning Mughal gardens perched on both the sides of Dal Lake are an epitome of beauty that
is difficult to find anywhere else. With terraced lawns, cascading fountains, bright flowerbeds the
gardens of Chashma-e Shahi, Shalimar Bagh and Nishat Bagh are the Mughal Emperorâ€™s concept of
paradise where they relaxed with their exquisite queens are now the major tourist attraction of the
city. The city of Srinagar represents a beautiful example where the people from all religions live in
perfect harmony. Jama Masjid, Hazratbal shrine, Shankaracharya Temple, Khir Bhawani Temple,
Chatti Padshahi are some of the prominent religious places of the city where the people from
different religion can visit and pray. Guests can enjoy excursions to various interesting places while
enjoying Srinagar holiday packages. Gulmarg which is 48 km from Srinagar is renowned for its
highest golf courses, tall deodars and undulating flower meadows that offer a pleasant drive to its
visitors. Pahalgam is not a mere hill station but a recreational resort where you can enjoy romantic
trip with your beloved or take pony rides, enjoy picnics with your family and friends. Go to a cozy
market and have a cup of coffee, or eat normal not-cooked-at-home food, or shop some of the
exquisite of Kashmiri handicraft. India Holiday Package Offers amazing tourist attractions of
Srinagar Tours.
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Sandeep Pandey - About Author:
a Srinagar Tour Packages will rejuvenate you by opening a world of gorgeous panorama and will
pamper you with a pocket full of sweet memories to be taken home.a India Holiday Package Offers
amazing tourist attractions of Srinagar Tours.
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